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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the different types of speech compression techniques. Speech compression can be divided into two main types such as lossless and lossy compression. This survey paper has been written with the help of different types of Waveform-based speech compression, Parametric-based speech compression, Hybrid based speech compression etc. Compression is nothing but reducing size of data with considering memory size. Speech compression means voiced signal compress for different application such as high quality database of speech signals, multimedia applications, music database and internet applications. Today speech compression is very useful in our life. The main purpose or aim of speech compression is to compress any type of audio that is transfer over the communication channel, because of the limited channel bandwidth and data storage capacity and low bit rate. The use of lossless and lossy techniques for speech compression means that reduced the numbers of bits in the original information. By the use of lossless data compression there is no loss in the original information but while using lossy data compression technique some numbers of bits are loss.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Speech compression is use in the encoding system. The bit rate reduction is use in the encoding system. By the use of bit rate reduction algorithm, the minimum bits are used to compare the original information [7]. There are different speech compression techniques are present. Basically is divided in two types 1. Lossy 2. Lossless. Lossy compression means a class of data compression algorithm that allows the exact original data to be reconstructed from the exact original data but bit rate and is better than lossless. It is compression ratio is higher than lossless compression. While lossless means output signal and input signals sounds undistinguished. Speech coder analyzed using subjective and objective analysis. Subjective is making judgments by listening output and original signal. Playing back signal and checking quality. Objective includes technical assess. Such as computing segmental signal to noise ratio (SEGSNR) between original and output signal [1]. Speech compression motivation is to remove redundancy in speech representation to reduce transmission bandwidth and storage space or memory (and apart to reduce cost). The purpose of speech compression is to reduce the number of bits required to represent Speech signals (by reducing redundancy) in order to minimize the requirement for transmission bandwidth (e.g., for voice transmission over mobile channels with limited capacity) or to reduce the storage costs (e.g., for speech recording). Before we start describing speech compression coding techniques, it is important to understand how speech signal is represented in its digital form, that is, the process of speech signal digitization [4].

There are in general three basic speech compression techniques, which are waveform-based, parametric-based and hybrid coding techniques.
1.1 Waveform-based compression

Waveform-based codecs are intended to remove waveform correlation between speech samples to achieve speech compression. It aims to minimize the error between the reconstructed and the original speech waveforms [9].

It is classified as time domain and frequency domain:

- **Time domain:** such as
  - PCM (Pulse code modulation)
  - ADPCM (Adaptive Differential PCM)

- **Frequency domain or Transform coding:** such as
  - Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
  - Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
  - Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)
  - Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)

Waveform coders are able to produce original signal at decoder (Lossless). Bit rate range - 64 kb/s to 16 kb/s. At bit rate lower than 16 kb/s, the quantization error for waveform based speech compression coding is too high, and this results in lower speech quality [2,3].

1.1.1 Time domain

Time domain is the type of data compression for natural data like audio signal or photographic images. The remaining information can then be compressed via variety of methods. PCM, ADPCM are the types of time domain used for data transform into another mathematical domain for suitable compression [19,5].

1.1.1.1 PCM (Pulse code modulation)

The history of audio and music compression begin in the 1930s with research into pulse-code modulation (PCM) and PCM coding. Compression of digital audio was started in the 1960s by telephone companies who were concerned with the cost of transmission bandwidth. For PCM, it uses non-uniform quantization to have more fine quantization steps for small speech signal and coarse quantization steps for large speech signal (logarithmic compression) [11]. Statistics have shown that small speech signal has higher percentage in overall speech representations. Smaller quantization steps will have lower quantization error, thus better Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for PCM coding. There are two PCM codecs, namely PCM -law which is standardized for use in North America and Japan, and PCM A-law for use in Europe and the rest of the world. ITU-T G.711 was standardized by ITU-T for PCM codecs in 1988 [14]. For both PCM A-law and -law, each sample is coded using 8 bits (compressed from 16-bit linear PCM data per sample), this yields the PCM transmission rate of 64 kb/s when 8 kHz sample rate is applied (8000 samples/s 8 bits/sample = 64 kb/s). 64 kb/s PCM is normally used as a reference point for all other speech compression codecs [13].

1.1.1.2 ADPCM (Adaptive Differential PCM)

Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM), another method of speech coding, was also first conceived in the 1970s. In 1984, the United States Department of Defense produced federal standard. Differential coding refers to coding the difference between two signals rather than the signals themselves [12]. In differential coding, the short-term redundancy of the speech waveform is removed as much as possible. This is accomplished by forming an error (difference) signal by subtracting an estimate of the signal from the original signal. The estimate is generally obtained by a linear predictor that estimates the current samples from a linear combination of one or more past samples. The main source of performance improvement for DPCM coders is the reduced dynamic range of the quantizer input signal. Since the quantization noise is proportional to the step size, a signal with a smaller dynamic range can be coded more accurately with a given number of quantization levels. ADPCM provides greater levels of prediction gain than simple DPCM depending on the sophistication of the adaptation logic and the number of past samples used to predict the next sample. The prediction gain of ADPCM is ultimately limited by the fact that only a few past samples are used to predict the input and the adaptation logic only adapts the quantizer not the prediction weighting coefficients. ADPCM, proposed by Jayant in 1974 at Bell Labs, was developed to further compress PCM codec based on correlation between adjacent speech samples [14, 15].

1.1.2 Frequency domain or Transform coding
Transform coding is the type of data compression for natural data like audio signal or photographic images. In this, the knowledge of the application is used to choose the information to discard, thereby lowering its bandwidth [13]. The remaining information can then be compressed via variety of methods. FFT, DCT, CWT, DWT, [21] are the types of transform coding used for data transform into another mathematical domain for suitable compression [8, 17].

1.1.2.1 Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

It is one of the methods for signal and image compression. FT decomposes a signal defined on infinite time interval into a \( \lambda \)-frequency component where \( \lambda \) can be real or complex number [22]. FT is actually a continuous form of Fourier series. FT is defined for a continuous time signal \( x(t) \) as,

\[
x(f) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t) e^{-j2\pi ft} dt
\]

The above equation is called as analysis equation. It represents the given signal in different form; as a function of frequency. The original signal is a function of time, whereas after the transformation, the same signal is represented as a function of frequency [20].

1.1.2.2 Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) helps separate the image into parts (or spectral sub-bands) of differing importance (with respect to the image's visual quality) [18]. The DCT is similar to the discrete Fourier transform; it transforms a signal or image from the spatial domain to the frequency domain. A discrete cosine transform (DCT) expresses a sequence of finitely many data points in terms of a sum of cosine functions oscillating at different frequencies. DCTs are important to numerous applications in science and engineering, from lossy compression of audio (e.g. MP3) and images (e.g. JPEG) [7].

1.1.2.3. Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT)

The drawbacks inherent in the Fourier methods are overcome with wavelets. A wavelet is a waveform of effectively limited duration that has an average value of zero fig 2.2 wavelet is a waveform of effectively limited duration that has an average value of zero. Fourier analysis consists of breaking up a signal into sine waves of various Frequencies. Similarly, wavelet analysis is the breaking up of a signal into shifted and scaled versions of the original (or mother) wavelet [24].

Figure 2.1: signal \( x(t) \) and its FFT
Figure 2.2: comparing sine wave and a wavelet

1.1.2.4 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
DWT is based on sub-band coding, is found to yield a fast computation of wavelet transform. It is easy to implement and reduce the computation time and resources required. In CWT, the signals are analyzed using a set of basic functions which relate to each other by simple scaling and transition. In case of DWT, the time scale representation of the digital signal is obtained using digital filtering techniques. The signal to be analyzed is passed through filters with different cut-off frequencies at different scales [6].

2. PARAMETRIC-BASED SPEECH CODING -2
Parametric-based compression methods are based on how speech is produced. Instead of transmitting speech waveform samples, parametric compression only sends relevant parameters related with speech production to the receiver side and reconstructs the speech from the speech production model. Thus, high compression ratio can be achieved. Bit rate range - 1.2 kb/s to 4.8kb/s [25].

2.1 Linear Predictive coding (LPC)-1
The history of speech coding makes no mention of LPC until the 1970s. However, the history of speech synthesis shows that the beginnings of Linear Predictive Coding occurred 40 years earlier in the late 1930s. The first vocoder was described by Homer Dudley in 1939 at Bell Laboratories [24]. Linear Predictive coding (LPC) is one of the most powerful and useful speech analysis techniques for encoding good quality speech at a low bit rate. It provides extremely accurate estimates of speech parameters, and is relatively efficient for computation [10].

3. HYBRID SPEECH COMPRESSION -3
Many different techniques are explored to represent waveform-based excitation signals such as multi-pulse excitation, codebook excitation and vector quantization. The most well known one, so called Codebook Excitation Linear Prediction (CELP) has created a huge success for hybrid speech codec in the range of 4.8 kb/s to 16 kb/s for mobile/wireless/satellite communications [23].
Types of Hybrid speech compression:
A. Codebook Excitation Linear Prediction (CELP)
B. Vector Sum Excited Linear Predictive Coder (VSELP)

3.1 Codebook Excitation Linear Prediction (CELP)-1
(CELP) algorithms and Vector Selectable Excited Linear Predictive (VSELP) algorithms were developed in the mid-1980s and used commercially for audio music coding in the later part of that decade. The 1990s have seen improvements in these earlier algorithms and an increase in compression ratios at given audio quality levels [15]. CELP: Medium or low bit-rate speech coders have been researched for application to mobile radio communications. Code excited linear prediction (CELP) coding is one of the most effective coding methods at low bit-rates, which was proposed in the mid-eighties by and Schroeder and Atal [5]. CELP algorithm can produce low-rate coded speech comparable to that of medium-rate waveform coders thereby bridging the gap between waveform coders and vocoders. CELP is an efficient closed loop analysis-synthesis method for narrow and medium band speech coding systems [4-16 kbps]. In CELP coders, speech is segmented into frames (typically 10-30 ms long) and for each frame an optimum set of linear prediction and pitch filter parameters are determined and quantized. Each speech frame is further divided into a number of sub frames (typically 5 ms) and for each sub frame an excitation codebook is searched to find the input vector to the quantized predictor system that gives the best reproduction of the speech signal [26, 16].

3.2 Vector Sum Excited Linear Predictive Coder (VSELP)-2
Gerson and Jasiuk [3] proposed a vector sum excited linear predictive (VSELP) code which is associated with fast codebook search and robustness to channel errors, for use in digital cellular and mobile communications. An 8 kbps
VSELP coder was selected by the Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) as the standard for use in North American digital cellular telephone systems. The code books in the VSELP encoders are organized with a predefined structure which significantly reduces the time required for the optimum code word search. The VSELP codec utilizes three excitation sources [21,22].

4. CONCLUSIONS
This survey paper discusses the different type of lossy and lossless data compression and different type of research paper on the based on data compression. This paper only discusses the general idea of speech compression. Today, many compression techniques are developed and some techniques are in process. But this paper only discusses the general idea about the Waveform-based speech compression, Parametric-based speech compression and Hybrid based speech compression. Parametric based codec are higher in implementation complexity but can achieve better compression ratio. This paper has been written to understand Parametric-based speech compression in the better manner and relate it to the future work.
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